
The Chain action allows you to create a serious of actions.  

Tile of this chain of actions: The name you want to give to series of actions. This 

title appears in the Task dialog (see below). 

Actions: A series of actions. To add actions click Add button. Note that you can 

only define the name of “Chain action”, and not other types of actions. 

Failure Action: Action to perform if any of the actions in the Actions section fails. 
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The Scheduler/Service 

configuration interface. 

Click “Edit tasks, schedules and 

settings” to create/edit schedule 

an operation you want to perform 

automatically at predefined 

times.  

Dialog which allows you to schedule a serious of Tasks.  

A task is an action that you want to perform at a particular time. A task is the 

name given to a series of Actions which can be a single action, or a serious of 

action which is called a Chain action.  

To add a new Task click Add button. 

In order to create a task you have to select an action 

this task is going to perform. An action is an operation 

you want to perform.  There are various kind of 

operations you can perform. If you want to perform a 

serious of actions, choose “Chain action” which groups 

a serious of operations. 

In this dialog, you can define the name of Task. This is the name that is 

shown in Edit scheduler configuration dialog. This allows you to define 

what is the task, for example, “Bond refresh demo”. The dialog also 

allows you to define the schedule. The schedule states how often you 

want to run the task. 

Note: The name you define Set Action “Chain action” (See green circles) 

dialog is shown next to the Action heading. 

Once you have finished setting up the Task click OK. 

The final dialog, now shows the name of the task “New task” (brown circle), the 

name you gave to the ask in the Add Task dialog, the name also contains the 

name of the Action (green circle) and the schedule time. 

Clicking on Save and apply saves the configuration. 


